
“Every day, they’re 
looking to remove 1 or 2 
percent cost. We came 
into their facility, utilized 
the Aquaease® Infinity 
technology, and got them 
a 37% reduction in their 
costs”

Hubbard-Hall’s Mike Frechette, 
speaking about a customer success

AquaEase Infinity cleaners 
retain their efficacy. Left: A 
“ready to dump” oil saturated 
cleaner. Right: AquaEase 
Infinity cleaner after the 
membrane process.

AquaEase Infinity® 
Extended Cleaning Bath Life. Less Waste.

Ready to reduce your cleaning costs by 35%?

AquaEase Infinity is the first complete cleaning and membrane separation 

technology to be paired together to prolong the life of your cleaning bath 

and improve cleaning quality. This system allows you to reclaim up to 98% 

of your cleaning bath rather than throwing out used cleaner, which can 

reduce waste and your total cleaning costs by 35% or more.

Why AquaEase 
Infinity?

 � Eliminates defects 
caused by oil-saturated 
cleaners 

 � Reduces cleaning costs 
by 35% or more

 � Reclaims 98% or more 
of your cleaner

 � Reduces waste and 
BODs

 � Easy to get started with 
no-risk trial and  
no-capex lease

Key Features

 � Works for a full pH 
range (0 to 14)

 � Works in temperatures 
up to 200°F 

Annual cleaner spend  $100,000

Amount of cleaner lost to drag out  $35,000

Reclaim efficienct  98%

Annual cleaner chemistry saved:  $63,700

 

Total savings after lease is factored in:  $37,300

(lease cost is $2,200/month)

Cost Savings Example
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Treating
the Hard to Finish

Finishing
the Hard to Clean

Cleaning

Chemistry and Expertise for  
Manufacturing’s Toughest Problems

Our people.  
Your problem solvers.
Expertise you can trust.  
32% of Hubbard-Hall associates are in tech support, customer service or sales. This means that you get answers fast while the rest of 
our team gets your order delivered on time and in spec.

HubbardHall.com

HH-0522

AquaEase Infinity

Assessment 
Determine the suitability of AquaEase Infinity for your cleaning needs.

Team up with Hubbard-Hall   
Start saving money on day one.

Cleaning Trial 
Demo trial to optimize cleaner, unit efficiency and membrane porosity.

ACT now to get started
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How it works

Most cleaners are not designed or suitable for membrane technology. AquaEase Infinity® cleaners are specifically 

designed for our membrane technology. The membrane separates the cleaner from the oil and soil, allowing the 

cleaning components to pass through its pores while trapping the contaminants inside.  The reclaimed full-strength 

AquaEase® Infinity cleaner returns to the cleaning bath, fresh as new.

Lease Program

• No capital expenditure - 

savings start on day one

• Term: 3-year lease

• Includes all routine 

maintenance: membrane, 

regeneration pump, 

thermocouple, solenoids

Membrane AquaEase Infinity Oil Molecule
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